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Abstract

Do some types of voters vote more strategically than others? We examine this question using a

large survey in Canada that asked respondents to rate not just parties and party leaders but also

local candidates. Using a new technique for combining multiple preference measures into a single

utility estimate, we find that better educated voters and richer voters vote more strategically, as

do women and older voters (though the latter two differences are smaller). Together with recent

evidence from the UK, these results suggest that (at least in multi-candidate first-past-the-post

elections) the same types of voters who are more likely to turn out are also more likely to make

their votes count.
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Canada.
∗AE and DR developed the idea based on AE’s previous work, established the empirical strategy and wrote the

paper. AE analyzed the data. DR and PL designed and fielded the Local Parliament Project survey that provides
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1 Motivation

It is widely recognized that strategic voting – that is, voting in a way that reflects not just one’s

preferences but also one’s beliefs about how others will vote – is widespread (e.g. Cox, 1997; Abram-

son et al., 2010; Kawai and Watanabe, 2013) and that understanding strategic voting is important

for understanding how voting systems translate preferences into outcomes. One aspect of strate-

gic voting that is less well understood is the extent to which the propensity to vote strategically

differs across types of voters. Are some types of voters (e.g. those with more education) more

inclined to consider the ramifications of their vote and vote accordingly? Surprisingly few studies

have squarely addressed that question (though see Black, 1978; Evans, 1994; Fisher, 2001; Merolla

and Stephenson, 2007; Blais et al., 2018), and in much previous work it is difficult to disentangle

differences in voters’ propensity to vote strategically (due to e.g. differences in expressiveness or

information) from differences in voters’ incentive to vote strategically (due to e.g. differences in

preferences or electoral context). The answer matters to debates about choosing a voting system,

however, because voters who are less able or less inclined to vote strategically may be more dis-

advantaged in a voting system that often rewards strategic voting than in a system that resists

strategic voting.1

In this paper, we use a large electoral survey to examine whether some types of voters vote

more strategically than others in Canadian multi-party first-past-the-post elections. Our analysis

is based on an approach introduced by Eggers and Vivyan (2020) to study differences in strategic

voting in the UK electorate. We extend their approach by developing a principled method of

incorporating richer preference data: rather than using a single set of party ratings as proxies

for voter utilities (as Eggers & Vivyan do), we are able to optimally combine ratings of parties,

party leaders, and local candidates, thus partially addressing remaining concerns that differential

measurement error explains apparent differences in strategic behavior. By comparing estimates

generated for the Canadian setting with more and less detailed data we can also indirectly assess

whether conclusions reached using surveys with less detailed preference data are likely to be reliable

for assessing who votes more strategically.

Like Eggers and Vivyan (2020), we find that richer respondents vote more strategically than

poorer respondents. In contrast to that study, we find that more educated respondents vote more

1For comparisons of different voting systems’ resistance to strategic voting, see e.g. Cox (1997); Favardin and

Lepelley (2006).
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strategically than less educated respondents; we also find smaller differences in strategic behavior

by age than Eggers & Vivyan and somewhat more evidence that women vote more strategically.

Broadly, our results echo Eggers & Vivyan’s in that types of voters who vote more strategically

are also types who are more likely to turn out and generally more engaged in political life (e.g.

Blais, 2000; Blais and Rubenson, 2013). We also find that our conclusions do not depend on the

inclusion of candidate ratings, which provides suggestive evidence that party ratings are sufficient

for detecting differences in strategic voting behavior.

2 Basic approach

We begin by briefly reviewing Eggers and Vivyan (2020)’s approach to comparing strategic voting

behavior across types of voters, which we follow and extend in this paper. Let ui = {ui1, ui2, . . . , uiK}

denote voter i’s cardinal utility from electing each of K candidates. Let pjk denote the perceived

probability of a tie or near-tie between candidates j and k (i.e. the pivot probability), such that

a single vote could change the outcome.2 Following Myerson and Weber (1993), let G(j,p,ui)

denote the gain in expected utility from voting for candidate j (as opposed to abstaining) for a

voter with utility vector ui given pivot probabilities p. In a plurality election,

G(j,p,ui) =
∑

k 6=j

pjk(uij − uik).

Without loss of generality, let candidate 1 be the voter’s most preferred candidate. Eggers and

Vivyan (2020) define the tactical voting incentive τi as

τi ≡ max
j 6=1

G(j,p,ui)−G(1,p,ui),

i.e. the maximum expected utility benefit of a non-sincere vote compared to a sincere vote. A

purely strategic voter votes for her most preferred candidate when τi < 0 and another candidate

when τi > 0.

Given a sample of voters in which τi can be measured and vote choice can be observed, we can

ask whether some types of voters are more likely than others to cast ballots that are consistent

2To avoid tedious complications having to do with making or breaking ties, assume that ties are broken deter-

ministically, e.g. according to the candidates’ ages.
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with strategic voting incentives. Let yi indicate whether voter i casts the best insincere vote, i.e.

the vote that yields the largest gain among insincere votes.3 (With three candidates, voting for

one’s second choice is always the best insincere vote.) Let Di indicate whether voter i is in group

D (e.g. women or young people). Then we estimate a regression like

yi = f(τi) + β1Di + β2I{τi > 0}+ β3Di × I{τi > 0} (1)

where f(τi) is a flexible function of τi. The coefficient β2 measures the strategic responsiveness

of voters with Di = 0, i.e. the extent to which they are more likely to cast a best insincere vote

when it is called for than when it is not, and β3 measures the difference in strategic responsiveness

between voters with Di = 1 and voters with Di = 0. As discussed in Eggers and Vivyan (2020), we

control flexibly for τi to adjust for possible differences in the intensity of tactical voting incentives

across groups of voters, but to be effective the scale of utility measurements must be somewhat

comparable across groups; because this is difficult to assess, we show results in the appendix both

with and without f(τi).

3 A method for incorporating richer preference data

To apply the approach just outlined, we need a measure of each voter’s utility from electing each

candidate. Eggers and Vivyan (2020) use voters’ ratings of parties on a 0-10 scale,4 which is

clearly an imperfect measure: even if party ratings captures voters’ attitudes about parties, voters’

preferences about who wins in their riding5 likely also reflect attitudes about party leaders, the

local candidates themselves, and possibly other factors. Error in measuring preferences could

be related to voter characteristics (e.g. if older voters care more about local candidates or have

stronger preferences about them), which could in turn lead to incorrect inferences about which

types of voters vote more strategically. To address this concern we seek a method of estimating

utilities that incorporates richer preference data.

Our approach uses discrete choice modeling to combine multiple preference measures into a

single utility index for each voter and candidate. Let xij = (x1,ij, x2,ij , . . . , xk,ij)
T be a vector

of k distinct measures of voter i’s utility from electing candidate j; we use i’s ratings of parties,

3Focusing on the best insincere vote reduces false positives due to protest voting and voting errors.
4Their Appendix C shows results using party leader ratings instead.
5Electoral districts in Canada are referred to as “ridings”.
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leaders, and local candidates, but one could use any type of preference data, e.g. relative ideological

self-placement. We posit that i’s utility from electing candidate j is a linear function of xij , i.e.

uij = xT
ijα+ εij ,

where α is a k × 1 vector of coefficients and εij is random error. If εij is drawn from a Type I

extreme value distribution, then the probability of j being i’s most (sincerely) preferred candidate

is

πij =
ex

T
ijα

∑
k∈1...K ex

T
ik
α

and, given a measure of which candidate the voter most prefers, the coefficients β can be estimated

by a standard conditional logit model. The fitted values xT
ijα can then be seen as a utility measure

that optimally combines the components in xij to explain voter preferences.

4 Data and measurement

Our analysis is based on a survey of Canadians conducted by the Local Parliament Project, a large

(35,480 participants) electoral study carried out for the 2015 federal election (Loewen, Rubenson

and Koop, 2018). Individuals were contacted online during the campaign period from August 26

to October 18, 2015 (the day before the election). A post-election survey recontacted just under

12,000 respondents between November 4–23, 2015. (See Appendix for details of survey design.)

For our purposes, a crucial feature of the survey is that, in addition to collecting sociodemo-

graphic information and vote choice, the survey asks respondents to rate parties, party leaders,

and (unusually for an election survey) local candidates running in their riding.6

We use the conditional logit approach described above to combine pre-election party ratings,

party leader ratings, and local candidate ratings into a single scalar utility index. To address

missing preference data, we first multiply impute missing ratings via Amelia (Honaker, King and

Blackwell, 2011); the results below combine analysis across the imputed datasets. Because we lack

a measure of which candidate the voter actually prefers, we use respondents’ vote choice as the

dependent variable in the conditional logit analysis, effectively assuming sincere voting to infer

6We believe this to be one of the only, and certainly the largest, surveys to include measures of ratings of parties,

leaders and local district candidates. We looked at election studies in the major SMDP systems for the past twenty

years and none have all three measures, with many having just one.
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how voters weigh party vs. party leader vs. local candidate preferences.7 The different ratings

are correlated positively but not perfectly: the correlations are .86 for party and party leader,

.74 for party and candidate, and .72 for leader and candidate. After normalizing to sum to one,

the estimated weights (α) are .55 for party ratings, .21 for leader ratings, and .24 for candidate

ratings. For comparison, we also present results below using only the party ratings with and

without multiple imputation.

Like Eggers and Vivyan (2020), we aim to compare observed vote choices with those that would

be made by an ideal strategic voter, and this informs the way we model beliefs for the purpose of

estimating pivot probabilities. In particular, we posit a Dirichlet model of counterfactual election

outcomes that is centered at the observed 2015 results but with a precision parameter (s = 53)

chosen to maximize the likelihood of riding-level forecasts provided by the CBC (given that model);

thus our idealized strategic voter correctly anticipates the actual result but would not have been

surprised to see a result that was as far from her expectations as the forecasts were.8 (In the

appendix we show how our results vary if we instead assume more or less precise beliefs or center the

beliefs on the forecast instead.) We then estimate pivot probabilities using the analytical/numerical

approach introduced by Eggers and Vivyan (2020).

5 Results

We begin with Table 1, which replicates Table 1 in Eggers and Vivyan (2020) by summarizing

overall strategic responsiveness (averaged across imputations) for the 2015 Canadian federal elec-

tion. In the first row we count respondents who optimally would cast a sincere ballot (τ ≤ 0)

and those who optimally would cast an insincere ballot (τ > 0); conditional on the sign of τ we

then record the number (second row) and proportion (third row) who cast a “best insincere” vote

(as defined above). The difference between those two proportions measures aggregate strategic

responsiveness, which is substantially lower here (≈ .27) than the number reported for the UK

7Using vote choice instead of true preferences may affect the estimated weights, e.g. if more viable candidates

tend to get higher ratings and strategic voters tend to vote for more viable candidates (ceteris paribus), then we

may overweight candidate ratings in the utility function. Generally, this would lead to understating the proportion

of voters with τi > 0 because we would too often conclude that the voter sincerely preferred a frontrunner.

8We used the final forecasts obtained from CBC’s Poll Tracker website, a collaboration with Éric Grenier of

ThreeHundredEight.com.
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Table 1: Raw strategic responsiveness in 2015 Canadian LPP survey

τ ≤ 0 τ > 0

Number of observations 14378 5229
Number casting best insincere vote 658 1634
Proportion casting best insincere vote 0.046 0.312

Strategic responsiveness 0.313 - 0.046 = .267

in Eggers and Vivyan (2020) (≈ 0.35). This could reflect a difference in the two electorates, the

unexpectedly strong performance of the Liberals in the 2015 election, or some other factor.

We now turn to the main objective of examining differences in strategic behavior by education,

income, age, gender, and political leaning. For education, income, and age, we divide the sample

into three roughly equal-sized groups (e.g. those with high school education or less, some education

beyond high school, or at least a university degree) for comparison.

Figure 1 shows the proportion of voters casting a best insincere vote, as a function of quasi-

deciles of τ ,9 by social characteristic.10 If voters were purely strategic and we perfectly measured

preferences and beliefs, the proportion of voters casting a best insincere vote would jump from 0

to 1 as the function crossed from quasi-decile 7 (those with largest negative τi) to quasi-decile 8

(those with the smallest positive τi).

The clearest difference in strategic responsiveness appears in the top-left panel, where we com-

pare voters with different amounts of education: voters with no more than a high school education

are both most likely to cast a best insincere vote when they should not (i.e. where τi < 0) and

least likely to cast a best insincere vote when they should (i.e. when τi > 0). Conditional on

τi > 0, the probability of casting a best insincere vote is monotonically increasing in education

level: highest for those with a university education, next highest for those with some education

beyond high school, and lowest for those with no more than a high school education. The top right

panel shows a similar ordering of strategic behavior by reported income: when τi > 0, those with

highest household income (above $100k) are most likely to cast a best insincere vote and those

with the lowest household income (below $60k) are least likely to do so. Women appear to vote

9We begin with deciles and then slide the smallest bin boundary to 0, such that all bins are either completely

above or completely below zero.
10Throughout we use the vote choice reported in the post-election wave when available and otherwise the vote

choice reported in the pre-election wave. In the appendix we show additional results based on vote choice reported

only in the pre-election wave or only the post-election wave.
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Figure 1: Strategic response functions by social
characteristic

Note: Each diagram shows, as a function of the tacti-
cal voting incentive τ and subsetting by social charac-
teristic, the proportion of respondents casting the best
insincere vote (i.e. the insincere vote that maximizes
outcome-based expected utility).

somewhat more strategically than men (center right); among those with the strongest tactical vot-

ing incentive older people also appear to be more likely to cast a best insincere vote than younger
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cohorts. Finally, we see some evidence that, compared to respondents who most preferred NDP,

respondents who most preferred the Liberals were more likely to cast a best insincere vote when

the incentive to do so was strongest and less likely to do so when a sincere vote was optimal.

Figure 2 tests for differences across different types of voters using a regression like equation 1.

Each point estimate and confidence interval shown is an interaction term (like β3 in equation 1)

testing for a difference in the degree to which one group responds to strategic incentives compared

to another. (Standard errors are clustered by riding.) Focus first on the solid circles, which

represent our baseline and preferred estimates.11 The first two point estimates indicate the degree

to which respondents with some university education and respondents with university degrees are

more responsive to τi than respondents with a high school education at most.

These two estimates indicate that respondents with university degrees vote the most strategi-

cally, followed by those with some education beyond high school. The next pair of estimates indicate

a similar (though weaker) monotonic relationship between income and strategic-ness. Note that

the high-vs-low income gap here is about the same magnitude as that found in Eggers and Vivyan

(2020), while the gap of .15 between the most- and least-educated is larger than the largest gap

observed in Eggers and Vivyan (2020) (.1, for old vs. young voters).

Turning to age, we find that the oldest group of voters votes slightly more strategically than

the youngest group of voters (though the result is only marginally statistically significant). The

difference between women and men is similar in magnitude but statistically significant. Finally we

compare voters whose first party preference is the Liberals to those whose first party preference is

the NDP (the group of voters most likely to face a difficult strategic choice). Voters who preferred

the Liberals appear to vote somewhat more strategically (though the difference is not statistically

significant).

To show how our conclusions depend on the way in which we use preference data, Figure 2

compares the baseline results (solid circles, model 1) to results with two alternative approaches:

in model 2 we use only the party ratings after multiple imputation; in model 3 we use the party

ratings without multiple imputation. The estimated differences in strategic behavior by education

and income are slightly larger with model 1 than with models 2 or 3, as we would expect if real

11For the baseline estimates, we use beliefs centered on the results with precision parameter s = 53, utility

estimates from a conditional logit model combining pre-election party, leader, and candidate ratings (with multiple

imputation), and vote choice based on both the pre- and post-election survey.
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differences exist and model 1 offers a better preference measure. Overall the three models offer

similar conclusions, however, which suggests that differences in strategic behavior that can be

observed in other settings with more limited preference data (such as the British Election Study

or the Comparative Study of Election Studies) may be robust to including richer preference data.

The appendix presents five further figures like Figure 2 that check how our results vary when we

adjust some aspect of the measurement strategy. Figure S1 compares our baseline results (in which

vote choice is measured, as in Eggers and Vivyan (2020), using both pre- and post-election survey

responses) to results using either pre-election vote choices or post-election vote choices. Although

the overall degree of strategic responsiveness is substantially higher when we use post-election

vote choice (as would be expected if voters changed their minds to reflect polling or campaign

developments, or over-state support for the eventual winner (Atkeson, 1999)), the comparisons

across voter types are broadly similar across these variations.12

Figure S2 compares our baseline results (in which preferences are measured in the pre-election

12Note that this check does not appear in Eggers and Vivyan (2020); it therefore helps to provide reassurance
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survey) with results using post-election ratings of parties and party leaders. Most results are

similar except the comparison of Liberal and NDP preferrers: when we use post-election preference

measures, voters whose first preference is the Liberals appear to vote much more strategically than

those whose first preference is NDP; Figure ?? shows further that using post-election party ratings

makes NDP preferrers look less responsive to strategic incentives and Liberal preferrers more so.

One possible explanation is that the sort of left-leaning voter who switched their preferred party

from NDP to the Liberals over the course of the campaign tends to be unusually strategically

sophisticated.

Figure S4 compares our baseline results (in which beliefs are centered at actual voting results)

with results when we center beliefs at forecast results. Results are generally similar with one

interesting exception: while those who most prefer the Liberals appear to vote more strategically

than those who most prefer the NDP in our baseline specification, the conclusion is reversed when

beliefs are centered on forecasts rather than actual outcomes. We suspect this is because Liberal

candidates tended to outperform forecasts in the 2015 election, so that many Liberal supporters

casting sincere votes seem to have voted correctly given the outcome but were making a strategic

error given the forecasts.

Figure S5 shows how our results vary when we assume a higher or lower belief precision pa-

rameter than the baseline value of (s = 53). Results are generally similar across s, with differences

by age becoming larger and more significant with lower precision.

Finally, Figure S6 shows how results vary if we alter the control variables included in the

analysis. As in Eggers and Vivyan (2020), the estimates change very little if we drop the controls

for quasi-deciles of τ , indicating that our conclusions do not rely on comparability in the scale of

utility measures. The results are also stable when we include a measure of self-reported attention

to politics or a measure of whether the respondent correctly anticipated which party would win

the riding (both interacted with the indicator for τ > 0), which suggests that the differences in

strategic responsiveness we find are not easily explained by differences in political attention or

knowledge of the local campaign.

that differential measurement error does not explain their findings.
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6 Discussion and conclusion

Examining our baseline results and various robustness tests, we conclude that some types of voters

voted more strategically than others in the 2015 Canadian federal election: voters who were better

educated voted more strategically, as did voters with higher incomes; to a lesser extent women and

older voters also seem to have voted more strategically (though the latter result varies more with

the measurement approach).

Comparing our analysis with that of Eggers and Vivyan (2020), we note that education seems

to relate more strongly to strategic behavior in Canada than in the UK while age matters less. It

is worth noting here that the relationship between education and turnout is stronger in Canada

than it is in the UK. That is, the gap in turnout between those with low education and those

with high education is larger in Canada than it is in the UK (see eg Gallego, 2014, especially Fig

1.3 and pages 28–30). This strengthens further the broad conclusion from the findings across the

two studies that consistently show that the types of voters who participate more often in elections

are also the types who tend to participate more effectively when it comes to strategic voting. It

remains for future work to determine whether this pattern obtains more broadly or is particular

to (predominantly) English-speaking FPTP systems in recent years.

This paper makes some progress in ruling out differential measurement error as an explanation

for apparent differences in strategic behavior across voters: it shows that, in the Canadian setting

at least, adding further information about voter preferences (in the form of party leader and

local candidate ratings) does not affect our conclusions about which types of voters vote more

strategically, nor does measuring vote choice after the election instead of before. This provides

grounds for having confidence in results from other settings with less rich preference data.

From the standpoint of electoral reformers, cumulative evidence that some types of voters vote

more strategically than others – and that these differences tend to reinforce existing differences

in participation – can be seen as an argument for moving from FPTP to another system that

is less likely to reward strategic voting. Of course, any advantages in fairness from reducing the

relevance of strategic voting as we have defined it should be balanced against other implications

of electoral system change, including perhaps increasing the relevance of other types of strategic

behavior (Bargsted and Kedar, 2009; Abramson et al., 2010).
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